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mageSat International N.V. is an international
company and a commercial provider of
very high resolution satellite earth-imagery
collected by its Earth Remote Observation
Satellites (EROS). The company offers exclusive
service packages, including exclusive use of
the EROS satellite over a designated footprint.
Founded in 1997, ImageSat is owned by Israel
Aerospace Industries and European investors.

Highest Quality Services
One of the few global service providers in the very
high resolution satellite imagery niche, ImageSat is
distinguished by:
• Exclusive service packages, including exclusive
direct use of the EROS satellite over a designated
footprint, this service includes direct and
independent tasking and reception
• Flexible imaging parameters
• International operation
• Fast image acquisition and delivery
• Competitive pricing
• No Risk - Pay only for services received

Diverse Applications
Among the diverse applications for EROS imagery
are:
• National Security
• Homeland Security / Border Control
• Infrastructure Monitoring
• Mapping
• Environment and Disaster Control

EROS Satellites

Successfully Launching Satellites
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On December 5, 2000 ImageSat successfully
launched its first satellite, EROS A, aboard a
Russian Start-1 launch vehicle. In so doing,
ImageSat became the second company in the
world to successfully deploy a commercially
owned high-resolution imaging satellite.
On April 25, 2006 ImageSat successfully launched
its second satellite, EROS B using the same type
of Start-1 launcher. Both satellites are working as
expected and have a life expectancy of more than
14 years from launch.
An advanced Eros C Satellite with significantly
improved imaging capabilities is now in production.

EROS satellites are lightweight LEO satellites with a
single electro optical camera system. EROS satellites
acquire high-resolution panchromatic image data.
EROS satellites are designed to maximize operator
flexibility in the creation and adaptation of the daily
image acquisition plan. EROS’s high maneuverability
enables it to be quickly pointed to image customerspecified sites on Nadir or at oblique angles of up
to 45 degrees. Oblique viewing enables the satellite
to view virtually any site on earth as often as two to
three times per week.
The orbital period of the EROS satellites is
94minutes. Each satellite completes approximately
16 orbits around the Earth every 24 hours, with
two daylight passes per day through the footprint
of a typical Ground Receiving Station.
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